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Many-Body Simulation Using Box tree
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The Box Tree code, developed by Derek Richardson, simulates the dynamics of dust particles.
Forces on the dust:

𝒎𝒅 𝒂 = 𝑭𝒅𝒅 + 𝒎𝒅 𝒈 + 𝑸𝒅 𝑬 − 𝜷𝒙ሶ + 𝜻𝒓 𝒕

▪ 3 cases with constant dust size

▪ 3 cases with variable dust size

𝑭𝒅𝒅 – dust-dust force (Yukawa)

▪ Initial pressure: 60 Pa to increase drag

𝒎𝒅 𝒈 – gravitational force

▪ Final pressure: 1Pa, 2Pa, or 3Pa

𝑸𝒅 𝑬 – confining electric field force
𝜷𝒙ሶ – damping force, 𝜷-neutral drag factor
𝜻𝒓 𝒕 – thermal bath, where
𝜁 – max. acceleration from the neutrals to dust
𝑟 𝑡 – random number from a Gaussian.

Dust

Const.Value

Variation

Diameter

9.46 μm

Charge

3.50*104 e

Mass

5.76*10-13 kg

±1.1%
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q = qo
r0
r13
m = mo 3
r0

Comparing particle velocities at High-Pressure (60Pa)
to a Low Pressure (3Pa) case
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We compare a High-Pressure case (60 Pa) to a case where pressure is lowered from 60 Pa to 3 Pa so that
the system is less damped. In the lower pressure case, the root mean squared velocity Vrms and the X and
Y velocities reach equilibrium at a higher velocity than the high-pressure case.

Comparing disorder at High-Pressure (60Pa) to a
Low Pressure (3Pa) case
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Delaunay triangulation is performed to find the true nearest neighbors for every particle in each frame,
which yields the G6 Bond Order Plots for both cases. The 3 Pa case is more disordered than the highpressure 60 Pa case, with disorder concentrations of 0.1074 and 0.0979, respectively.
G6 Bond Order Function for 𝑗𝑡ℎ particle:
𝑮𝟔 𝒋

𝟏 𝑵𝒊
=  𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝒊𝟔𝜣𝒊 𝒍
𝟔 𝒍=𝟏

𝑵𝒋 - number of nearest neighbors 𝒏𝒏
𝜣𝒊 𝒍 - angle of the 𝑙 𝑡ℎ nearest-neighbor bond
from the x-axis
Disorder concentration:
𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔 𝒘𝒊𝒕𝒉 𝒏𝒏 ≠ 𝟔
𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓 =
𝒕𝒐𝒕 # 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔

Comparing particle velocities at constant dust size to
a variable dust size case
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We now compare a case where the particle sizes are constant to a case where the particle sizes are
varied by 1.1% from a gaussian distribution. In the variable size case velocities fluctuate more and reach
higher values than the constant size case after the pressure is lowered from 60 Pa to 2 Pa.

Comparing particle velocities at constant dust size to
a variable dust size case
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Here the G6 Bond Order Plots are shown for the constant size case and the variable size case. The
constant size case is more disordered than the variable size case, with disorder concentrations of 0.1115
and 0.0888, respectively.

Comparing particle velocities for Variable Size Cases
at different final pressures
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Here the velocities of different variable size cases are compared. It can be observed that as pressure
increases, the velocities fluctuate less and settle to lower constant values.

Comparing disorder for Variable Size Cases at
different final pressures
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Below are the G6 Bond Order plots for the three different variable size cases. While a less disordered
crystal is expected at higher pressures, the data shows that 3 Pa case is more disordered than the 2 Pa.
However, the 1 Pa case is the most disordered of the three. The disorder concentrations are 0.1416,
0.0888, and 0.0909, respectively.

Comparing the Disorder of constant and variable
size cases as a function of pressure
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Observation: In almost every instance,
except the 1 Pa case, the disorder of the
variable size cases is lower than the
disorder for the constant size cases.
Possible Explanation: Variable
size/mass allows the particles to levitate
at slightly different positions in the zplane. This introduces another degree of
freedom and allows for more ordered
structure.

Pressures shown are 0.1 Pa, 0.5 Pa, 1 Pa, 2 Pa, 3 Pa, and 60 Pa.

Comparing Simulation Structure with Experimental Data
from CASPER’s custom RF Complex Plasma Cell (Cell 3)
Cell 3 data, 1.33Pa
▪ The pair correlation function 𝑔 𝑟
(probability to find a particle x
interparticle distances away) was
computed for both cases.
▪ Since the 𝑔(𝑟) plot does not reach 0 in
between integer average distances for
both the experiment and the simulation,
we conclude that both structures are in
the liquid state.
▪ Both structures exhibit hexagonal
symmetry → the liquid state is close to
crystallization
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Simulation data, 1Pa

Comparing Simulation Dynamics with Experimental Data
from CASPER’s custom RF Complex Plasma Cell (Cell 3)
Cell 3 data, 1.33Pa
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Simulation data, 1Pa

▪ Mean squared displacement (MSD)
as a function of time and velocity
histograms were computed for both
cases.
▪ Linear and power law fits to the
MSD were used to determine the
dust particle diffusion.
▪ Both experiment and simulation
exhibit sub-diffusive dynamics and
velocity distributions with ‘fat’ tails.
▪ Broadening of the tails is another
indication of anomalous diffusion.

𝒃 ≈ 0.51

𝒃 ≈ 0.88

Conclusions and Next Steps
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▪

Box_Tree many-body code was modified to include improved thermal bath
and variation of dust parameters (size/mass/charge)

▪

Comparison to CASPER’s Cell 3 experiments shows that the improved
simulation can reproduce both structural and dynamical characteristics of
experimental data

▪

Use established equilibria and perturb a single particle with a laser kick to
study energy transport through the system.

▪

Simulate larger structures, with 10,000 particles to more closely model
literature and experimental data from.

